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CHALLENGE

• Provide same-day turnaround 
service for orders of varying sizes

• Reduce costs and guarantee delivery
for shipments over 200 pounds

• Remove the inconvenience and 
worry involved in relying on multiple
LTL carriers

SOLUTION

• Employ UPS Hundredweight Service®

for LPL shipments between 200 and 
1,000 pounds

• Streamline operations by integrating 
UPS WorldShip® with the company’s 
order-processing system

• Use Quantum ViewSM Manage 
to improve communication 
with customers

RESULTS

• Guaranteed delivery of large 
quantities of live plant materials 
in less than four days

• Streamlined customer service

• Lower shipping costs for customers 
receiving large orders 

• Reduced company’s reliance 
on LTL carriers by 50 percent

Covering Ground for Garden Pros

Classic Groundcovers, Inc.®, is the largest wholesale groundcover
nursery in the Southeast. From its 100-acre spread in Athens, Ga., 
it supplies more than 130 varieties of groundcovers and perennials 
to landscape designers and contractors, professional gardeners
and wholesale and retail nurseries across the country. With the
motto The Home of Sudden Service,® the company relishes a
reputation for reliable “same-day service” — selecting, packing
and shipping plants as soon as they are ordered.

Client Challenge

With quick turnaround service as its motto, the company needed
both a smooth internal operation to process orders and a reliable
shipping solution to get their live products to customers swiftly
and in good condition. 

“Three to four days is the maximum we want plants to be in their
shipping boxes,” says Amy Milton, office manager and sales
coordinator. “Summer is the most critical season. In hot, damp
conditions, fungus can get established and cause plants to turn black
and rot. Excessive dryness can make them get brown and crispy.”

Because customers’ requests vary, order size is difficult to anticipate.
To handle the variation, Classic Groundcovers outsourced most
of its shipping and deliveries. Less-Than-Truckload (LTL) shipments
were frequent, but the company found that using multiple LTL
carriers was inconvenient and less reliable than desired. 



UPS Solution

Already sold on UPS reliability after 40 years of routine UPS
pickups and guaranteed on-time deliveries, Classic Groundcovers
chose UPS Hundredweight Service,® an economical alternative
to LTL carriers. For large orders — such as enough pachysandra
to cover a hillside — this Less-Than-PalletLoadSM (LPLSM) option
is designed for shipments weighing 200 to 1,000 pounds going 
to a single address in the same day. 

To process orders, Classic Groundcovers integrated UPS WorldShip®

with its shipping system to produce labels and tracking numbers
for each box automatically. And Quantum ViewSM Manage, a Web-
based visibility solution, allowed the company to monitor all 
its shipments en route and anticipate customer-service queries.
“The Exceptions function gives me a heads-up when a customer
calls about an order,” Milton says. “I already know what the
question is.” 

Results

“Hundredweight Service has allowed us to cut the use of other
carriers in half. It costs less than other options, and we’re able 
to pass the savings along to our customers,” says Milton. “Since
we already have UPS set up, there’s no need to call an LTL carrier
and figure out when they can come, or worry about getting the
delivery out on time. 

“As the home of sudden service, we consider ourselves very service-
oriented,” Milton says. “One customer called recently to comment
on their service experience saying, ‘Suddenly Classic Groundcovers
took our order and suddenly UPS delivered.’”  

“Hundredweight Service

has allowed us to cut

the use of other carriers

in half. It costs less than

other options, and we’re

able to pass the savings

along to our customers.” 
—Amy Milton

Office Manager and Sales Coordinator
Classic Groundcovers
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